Interactions of apo cytochrome C with alternating copolymers of maleic acid and alkene.
Apo cytochrome c (apo cyt c) tends to aggregate at alkali pH. Poly(isobutylene-alt-maleic acid) (PIMA) is soluble molecularly, whereas poly(1-tetradecene-alt-maleic acid) (PTMA) forms particles that tend to dissociate by increasing pH and decreasing concentration. Dynamic light scattering and surface plasmon resonance are used to investigate the interactions of PIMA and PTMA with apo cyt c at different pH values to understand the mechanism of the interactions. When the positive or negative charges are in excess, the copolymer-protein complex particles can be stabilized by the charges on the surface. When the ratio of the positive to negative charges is close to the stoichiometric value, precipitation occurs. At pH 11.8, both PTMA and apo cyt c carry negative charges, but the hydrophobic interaction makes them form complexes. A competition exists between the interaction of the copolymer with apo cyt c and the self-aggregation of PTMA or apo cyt c alone. The interaction of PIMA or PTMA with apo cyt c at neutral and alkali pH destroys the aggregation of PTMA or apo cyt c and forms new complex particles.